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Objectives. To investigate the effects of practice variability combined with task-oriented electromyographic biofeedback (EMGBFB) on strength and balance in people with chronic stroke. Methods. Thirty-three participants were randomly assigned into the constant force EMGBFB tibialis anterior (TA) exercise (constant) group, the variable force EMGBFB tibialis anterior exercise (variable) group, or the upper extremity exercise without EMGBFB (control) group. Subjects in each group received 6 weekly sessions of exercise training (18 sessions, 40 minutes each). Motor outcomes were TA strength, balance (anteroposterior sway defined by limits of stability test in dynamic posturography), walking speed, Timed Up and Go test (TUGT), and six-minute walk test (6MWT). Data were measured at baseline, 1 day, 2 weeks, and 6 weeks posttraining. Results. TA strength increased significantly in both the constant and variable groups after training. Balance significantly improved only in the variable group. All participants showed improvements in walking speed, TUGT, and 6MWT. Conclusions. Task-oriented EMGBFB-assisted TA exercise training improved muscle strength in people with chronic stroke. Practicing to reach varying force levels during EMGBFB-assisted tibialis anterior exercises facilitated improvements in the ability to sway in the anteroposterior direction while standing. Our findings highlight the importance of task-oriented and motor learning principles while using the EMGBFB as an adjunct therapy in stroke rehabilitation. This trial was registered with trial registration number NCT01962662.

1. Introduction

Up to 72% of stroke survivors suffer from lower limb weakness [1], and the ankle muscles tend to be more affected than the hip and knee muscles [2]. Force control insufficiency in the tibialis anterior muscle (TA), such as weakness, delayed or decreased recruitment, and reduced motor cortical control, is characterized by an inability to adequately dorsiflex the ankle during functional tasks such as moving from sitting to standing, stand-pivot-sit transfer, standing with balance perturbation, curb or stair climbing, and walking [3–9].

Muscle strength training was effective in improving muscle strength following stroke [10], but conflicting results were showed regarding the transfer effect of lower extremity strength gains on functional outcome [11–13]. Contemporary principle of stroke rehabilitation put emphasis on task-oriented training [14]. Recent study showed that task-oriented progressive resistance strength training program
could improve lower extremity muscle strength in individuals with chronic stroke and could carry over into improvement in functional abilities [15]. TA muscle exercise training with task-oriented training is an essential part of rehabilitation; however, it is difficult to execute exercise training for the TA muscle due to substantial weakness and insufficient muscle recruitment in patients with different severities [16]. Hence, evidence supporting the effects of TA muscle exercise training on enhancing strength or improving lower limb motor function is scarce in the stroke literature [9, 17].

Electromyographic biofeedback (EMGBFB) has been recommended as a good adjunct tool for stroke rehabilitation to help muscle training and enhance motor relearning by providing visual or auditory feedback of muscle activation [14, 18]. However, the evidence on EMGBFB-assisted exercise training in stroke patients has been inconclusive [19–21]. A few randomized control trials have shown that EMGBFB in combination with standard physical therapy could improve TA muscle strength [22, 23], but recent comprehensive meta-analyses revealed no valid evidence supporting the position that EMGBFB-assisted exercise training could significantly improve motor function such as balance or walking in stroke patients [20, 21]. In addition to the problems with the experimental methodology, the lack of benefits on functional improvement in these trials may have been due to the non-functional single muscle contractions in static positions of the training and non-task-oriented training mode [24]. Aiello and associates developed a treadmill training system combined with TA and gastrocnemius lateralis (GA) muscle EMGBFB and found temporary improvements in both ankle muscle power and gait function in stroke patients [25]. There was no control group in this study; furthermore, the clinical implication for using a dynamic EMGBFB-assisted treadmill system is limited, since most clinicians lack access to this type of training instrument. Jonsdottir and associates used a portable EMGBFB machine, which is popular in clinics, to provide GA muscle feedback and to assist overground gait training for chronic stroke patients [26]. After 20 sessions of walking-related EMGBFB-assisted exercise training, positive long-term effects were demonstrated in ankle power and walking ability comparing with usual rehabilitation care. Based on the review of the above trials, EMGBFB that was applied with task-related activities might effectively improve both muscle strength and motor task for chronic stroke compared with usual physical therapy group.

In addition to the application of a current motor learning concept to the EMGBFB-assisted exercise training program by utilizing the task-related training mode, variation of practice is also a critical factor for effective motor training [14, 18, 27]. Although there is evidence from unimpaired populations that variable practice can be more advantageous than constant practice to enhance the ability to adapt and generalize motor learning that leads to better performance in novel tasks, there were few studies that investigated the effect of different types of practice in people with stroke [28–34]. We suspect that the effects on muscle strength and motor function of EMGBFB-assisted TA exercise training with a portable system may be enhanced if practice variation is added into the exercise program. Contemporary principles of stroke rehabilitation are based on motor learning paradigms and should include meaningful, repetitive, intensive, and task-specific movement training with feedback along with practice manipulations to promote neural plasticity and motor recovery. Task-related EMGBFB exercise training, in which a muscle training program is conducted in task-related activities with faded feedback and practice variation, would likely maximize the motor function recovery. For rehabilitation of chronic stroke, it is important to develop an effective and feasible clinical training strategy for patients suffering from impaired TA muscle force control. The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of constant force or variable force practice with task-related EMGBFB-assisted TA exercise training, according to the principles of motor learning, on the TA muscle strength, balance, and lower limb motor function in people with chronic stroke.

2. Materials and Methods

This was an assessor-blinded, randomized, controlled trial. Participants were recruited from the National Taiwan University Hospital in Taiwan.

The inclusion criteria were (1) age more than 18 years old, (2) unilateral stroke for more than 3 months, (3) active ankle dorsiflexion angle of the affected side less than that of the less-affected side, (4) ability to stand for more than 20 seconds independently, (5) ability to walk 10 meters with or without devices, and (6) ability to comprehend and follow verbal instructions for the motor tasks and tests in this study. The exclusion criteria were (1) presence of Parkinsonism or other neurological system diseases, (2) knee or hip arthroplasty or recent lower extremity pain (within 1 month), and (3) recurrent stroke. All participants gave written informed consent, and an ethics committee approved this study.

2.1. Procedures. The procedure of the study is presented in Figure 1. Participants were screened for eligibility and then assigned to one of three exercise programs, the constant-force EMGBFB-assisted TA exercise (constant) group, the variable-force EMGBFB-assisted TA exercise (variable) group, or the upper extremity exercise without EMGBFB (control) group, according to computer-generated random numbers.

The assessor was blind to the group allocation of the participants. The trainer and participants were aware of the existence of varied types of exercises, but the participants were unaware of the details of the differences. Each exercise program lasted 6 weeks, during which participants attended 18 sessions of 40 minutes each. The constant and variable groups received EMGBFB-assisted TA exercise training emphasizing constant force or variable force practice, and the control group performed upper extremity exercises without EMGBFB. Assessments were conducted at baseline and at 1 day, 2 weeks, and 6 weeks posttraining by physical therapists blinded to group assignment. In addition to the training provided by the study, all participants received routine outpatient physical therapy offered by the national health insurance 2 to 3 sessions per week. The general physical
therapy was a mixture of therapeutic approaches, including neurodevelopmental and neurofacilitation techniques, balance training, gait corrections and treadmill walking exercises, task-specific training, and task-oriented training including upper and lower extremities. No EMGFB training was conducted during routine general physical therapy. Regardless of group assignment, all participants practiced treadmill walking training routinely.

2.2. Intervention. For the constant and variable groups, a portable, 2-channel surface EMGFB system was used for task-related EMGFB-assisted TA exercise training. The signal was band-pass filtered at 15 to 300 Hz, and input sensitivity was below 1 μV RMS. A visual or audio signal of EMGFB was generated from EMG electrodes applied over the affected TA muscle belly after standard skin preparation. The signal was used for feedback of TA muscle contraction performance, and the intensity of signal was positively correlated with the level of muscle contraction.

At the beginning of each training session, the participants performed ankle dorsiflexion while seated in a chair with the hips flexed at 90°, knees flexed at 60°, arms and trunk relaxed, and the affected foot resting on the floor. The maximal EMG signal of the EMGFB machine during maximal contraction of the affected TA muscle was recorded and used for setting the goal of the current training session. For the constant force practice group, the training goal was to contract the TA muscle to match the maximal EMG signal, i.e., 100% of TA muscle force exertion. For the variable force practice group, the participants were instructed to vary the force outputs of the TA muscle to match EMGFB signals at 100%, 75%, 50%, or 25% of maximal EMG in a randomized order. Each 40-minute training session was divided into two components, i.e., component I and component II. In component I, TA muscle contractions were practiced in a static seated position and faded EMG feedback was provided. Participants were seated in a chair and practiced 4 blocks of TA muscle contraction trials (holding for 5 seconds per trial with 20 seconds of rest, 20 trials per block, with 2 minutes of rest between blocks) with the heel contacting the floor for a total of 80 trials. Participants had to match the EMG goals during each exercise block, depending on their group assignments. In component II, participants practiced TA muscle contraction during walking and balance-related activities, and faded EMG feedback was also provided. Participants performed EMGFB-assisted TA exercises during walking and balance-related tasks such as standing with toes up, weight shifting, stepping, going up/down the stairs, or walking, depending on each participant’s abilities. The training goals were to contract the affected TA muscle and to match the set EMG goals.

The feedback frequency was faded for both the constant force and the variable force practice groups. The feedback was gradually reduced from 100% (every trial) at the beginning of each daily practice session to 60% (3 within 5 trials), 40% (2 within 5 trials), and then finally to no feedback at the end of the session. The actual number of trials at each feedback frequency was tailored based on the individual’s level of performance. That is, the feedback frequency is reduced to the next level when the participant successfully achieved the training target in more than 50% of the previous trials. In the trials with feedback, the sound was turned on and the monitor of the EMGFB machine was placed to face the participants so that they could read the concurrent EMG traces displayed on the monitor. In the trials without feedback, the sound was turned off and the participants could not read the EMG on the monitor.

Participants in the control group took part in an upper extremity exercise program of range of motion, stretching, and strengthening exercises without EMGFB. The training

![Figure 1: The procedure for this study.](image-url)
schedule was the same as that of the EMG groups. General physical therapy was continued for all three groups.

2.3. Outcome Measures. All participants underwent a blinded evaluation of muscle strength, balance, and lower limb motor function at baseline and at 1 day, 2 weeks, and 6 weeks posttraining. The assessors were physical therapists with at least one year of clinical experiences who were familiar with the outcome measures listed below. Before the evaluation, each assessor received at least 8 hours of training to unify details of test and measures for all of the outcome measures used in this study listed below. Baseline participant information including age, gender, height, weight, time since stroke, severity of stroke, affected side, and affected ankle range of motion was collected. Affected ankle range of motion was measured in supine position, while participants were encouraged to dorsiflex their ankle as much as possible. The universal goniometer aligned by fibular head, lateral malleolus, and 5th metatarsal head was used to measure the angle between horizontal plane and maximal ankle dorsiflexion.

2.3.1. Muscle Strength. The strength of the affected TA muscle was measured by a handheld dynamometer with the participant in a sitting posture with the hips flexed at 90° and the knees flexed at 60°. Participants were instructed to dorsiflex the ankle joint as much as possible while the reading from the handheld dynamometer was recorded. The TA muscle strength was measured three times, and the average value (in Newton (NT)) was used for further analysis.

2.3.2. Balance. The Smart Balance Master System was used to evaluate dynamic balance with the limit of stability (LOS) test. The LOS test examines the ability of a standing participant to lean the body in 8 directions as quickly and accurately as possible. Only the anteroposterior direction was included in the final analysis because the main function of the TA muscle is to control movement in this direction [35] and also because our previous study showed trends of improvement only in this direction [36]. The measured parameter of the LOS test was the endpoint excursion (EPE), which is the distance of the first movement toward the designated target expressed as a percentage of maximal LOS distance. 100% LOS indicated that the COG trajectory was a straight line between the center location and the target.

2.3.3. Mobility and Endurance. Mobility- and endurance-related lower limb function was evaluated in this study with walking speed, Timed Up and Go test (TUGT), and six-minute walk test (6MWT). Walking speed was calculated by timing each participant with a stopwatch as they walked at a comfortable speed along a 6 m straight path [37]. The total length of the marked path was 10 m, with 2 m provided at each end for acceleration and deceleration. The TUGT measured the time taken to stand up from a chair of 46 cm in height with arm and back supports, walk forward 3 meters, turn around, walk back to the chair, and sit down [38]. The participants could use assistive devices and wore the same shoes for all the tests. The 6MWT tested the maximal distance covered during walking for 6 minutes [39]. To prevent fatigue, the 6MWT was performed only once, and each of the other tests was practiced once to warm up and then performed three times. The average score was recorded for analysis.

2.4. Data Analysis. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to examine the interrater reliability between different assessors performing TA muscle strength, walking speed, and TUGT. All data were analyzed with the SPSS 17.0 software. Repeated-measures analysis of variance (repeated ANOVA) was used to assess the effects of groups (constant, variable, and control) and testing sessions (at baseline and at 1 day, 2 weeks, and 6 weeks posttraining) on parametric motor performance outcomes such as TA muscle strength, walking speed, TUGT, and 6MWT. If the interaction effect was detected, post hoc analysis was conducted using Tukey’s test. The change scores were calculated by subtracting the baseline data from the posttraining data and were used to analyze the intergroup effects. All outcomes were analyzed using an intention-to-treat analysis with imputation for missing data, as last observation carried forward. For all statistical tests, significance was set at $P < 0.05$.

3. Results

Thirty-three participants completed this study (constant $n = 13$; variable $n = 11$; control $n = 9$). The mean age was 53.33 ± 11.78 years (range, 26–74 years; male $n = 26$, female $n = 7$). Three participants did not complete the training because of transportation difficulties. The demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants in the three groups are shown in Table 1. All participants were right-side dominant. There were more right sides affected in the variable group. Also, age and time since stroke appear to be lower for the variable group. But no significant differences in the demographic and clinical characteristics were found between the groups at baseline. All participants completed the study exercise protocol, and the attendance rate was 100%. A total of five assessors participated in this study. The interrater reliabilities (ICC) of TA muscle strength, walking speed, and TUGT were 0.990, 0.976, and 0.993, respectively.

Table 2 shows the motor performance data, including affected TA muscle strength, anterior EPE, posterior EPE, walking speed, TUGT, and 6MWT, in the three groups during the four testing sessions. There were no significant differences between any of the measures at baseline. Repeated-measures analysis revealed significant interaction effects between testing sessions and groups for the strength of the affected TA muscle ($P = 0.015$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that the affected TA muscle strength was significantly higher in both EMGFBFB groups at 2 weeks posttraining and 6 weeks posttraining than at baseline (Figure 2(a)). No significant difference was found between the constant and variable groups. There was no significant change in affected TA muscle strength in the control group from the baseline to 1 day posttraining, 2 weeks posttraining, or 6 weeks posttraining.

Balance function was indicated by the EPE in both anterior and posterior directions. The nonparametric statistical
test revealed that the two directions of EPE in the control group did not show a significant difference in the intragroup comparison. The anterior EPE in the constant group presented a significant increase in the intragroup comparison from baseline to the three posttraining testing sessions (from baseline to 1 day posttraining, $P = 0.016$; from baseline to 2 weeks posttraining, $P = 0.049$; and from baseline to 6 weeks posttraining, $P = 0.003$), but the anterior EPE did not differ in the intergroup comparison. The posterior EPE in the constant group showed a significant decrease between testing sessions from baseline to 1 day posttraining ($P = 0.035$) and from baseline to 6 weeks posttraining ($P = 0.035$). In the constant group, the posterior EPE decreased significantly from baseline to 1 day posttraining, as compared with the control group ($P = 0.033$) (Figure 2(c)). In the variable group, the anterior EPE significantly increased in the intragroup comparison from baseline to 1 day posttraining ($P = 0.003$) and from baseline to 2 weeks posttraining ($P = 0.013$). In the variable group, anterior EPE increased significantly from baseline to 1 day posttraining as compared with the control group ($P = 0.034$) (Figure 2(b)). The posterior EPE in the variable group increased significantly in the intragroup comparison from baseline to 6 weeks posttraining ($P = 0.018$). In the intergroup comparison between the constant and variable groups, the posterior EPE increased significantly in the variable group from baseline to 1 day posttraining ($P = 0.008$) and from baseline to 6 weeks posttraining ($P = 0.004$) (Figure 2(c)). Repeated-measures analysis did not show any significant effects for walking speed, TUGT, or 6MWT between the groups or testing sessions.
4. Discussion

Our study demonstrated that the combined use of a portable EMGBFB system and leg (TA) muscle active exercises, administered during task-related activities and following motor learning principles, improved TA muscle strength in patients with chronic stroke. Increases in TA muscle strength persisted for up to 6 weeks after training. Practicing variable force output with augmented feedback from the EMGBFB during task-related movement improved the training effects to the balance function. However, our results did not demonstrate a significant improvement of training effects to walking speed, TUGT, or 6MWT in the three groups.

The participants in both the variable force practice and constant force practice EMGBFB-assisted TA exercise groups showed significant improvements in muscle strength on the affected side after 18 sessions (6 weeks) of training. Previous nonfunctional EMGBFB training, which applied in static postures and not as part of functional movement activities, yielded limited benefits on muscle strength and motor function [19–21]. Task-oriented training and motor learning principles have been advocated to maximize the effects of EMGBFB training [14, 24, 26]. In view of this demand, sophisticated EMGBFB systems builds specifically for research have demonstrated support for a task-oriented approach with inclusion of EMGBFB-assisted training of the TA muscles to improve strength and gait of stroke patients. Our study tried to duplicate the good effect of task-oriented EMGBFB training on stroke subjects using a commercially available, portable EMGBFB system. Our EMGBFB training program was conducted during task-related activities and focused on varying the speed and range of ankle movement. Furthermore, based on suggestions from the motor learning literature, faded feedback was provided. The positive results of our study support the current opinions that task-oriented and motor learning principles should be employed to maximize training effects during rehabilitation and that training effects can be demonstrated after shorter episodes of training. Although strengthening exercises are often difficult to execute for stroke patients due to substantial weakness of the TA muscle [16], EMGBFB offers augmented feedback on muscle contractions, which helps stroke patients to recognize successful TA muscle contractions [14]. It also enables patients to practice directly and repeatedly and to gain pleasure and a sense of achievement from their own intended actions [14]. EMGBFB reinforces the strength training effects for stroke patients who have regained some degree of TA muscle force control. Thus, our study supports previous findings that EMGBFB-assisted TA training is effective in improving TA muscle strength in stroke patients.

Figure 2: Changes in TA strength and balance after training. (a) Change in TA strength. (b) Change in anterior EPE. (c) Change in posterior EPE. *Requirement for a statistically significant difference: \( P < 0.05 \).
further revealed that employing the principles of task-oriented and motor learning with a portable and clinically feasible EMGBFB instrument may enhance the training effects in patients with chronic stroke who have impaired TA muscle strength.

Practice variation is one of the important factors for enhancing motor performance and learning in stroke. Evidence has shown that variable practice induces the ability to adapt and the generalization of motor learning to a greater degree than constant force practice does [31]. Repetitions of an action are required to increase muscle strength and limb control and also to develop an optimal way of performing the action [14]. “Repetition without repetition” means that repeating an action with varying locations, conditions, or goals can help individuals to develop the ability to solve motor problems and acquire motor skills [14]. Our previous study found that constant force practice EMGBFB training of TA muscles failed to significantly improve the ability of active weight shifting in the anterior and posterior directions [36]. In the current study, the variable force practice component was added, and participants practiced TA muscle contractions at varied extents of muscle force outputs in random order, which simulated the concept of repetition without repetition. Our constant force practice group, on the other hand, practiced TA muscle contractions to 100% force output on each trial, which made their training more like drills, or repetition without variation. One would expect the training effects to daily motor function to be more prominent in the variable force practice group than in the constant force practice group. The present study supports this hypothesis in that balance function significantly improved only in the variable force practice group and not in the constant force practice group. The ability of a standing participant to lean the body in the anterior-posterior direction clearly improved. Past research by Jonsdottir and colleagues presented similar positive results after task-oriented EMGBFB-assisted training on the GA muscle with practice variation, which transferred the training effects to gait [26]. However, their study did not investigate balance function. In our study, we further recognized the influences of practice variation on motor function recovery after EMGBFB-assisted exercise training for stroke patients. Thus, EMGBFB-assisted TA exercise training with variable force practice is more effective than that with constant force practice for the improvement of balance function.

The present study has several limitations. First, the dosage (12 hours) of our treatment was smaller than some of the other task-oriented programs which demonstrated significant improvement in people with stroke, such as the task-oriented EMGBFB training study by Jonsdottir and associates (15 hours) [26], meaningful task-specific training on the upper extremity motor recovery by Arya and associates (20 hours) [40], and constraint-induced movement therapy on upper extremity function by Wolf and colleagues (60 hours) [41]. Our selection of 12 hours was based on the visual EMGBFB study by Aiello and colleagues [25] and has doubled from our previous study using just 6 hours EMGBFB training for chronic stroke [36]. Thus, even though we have successfully demonstrated that the effects of EMG-assisted TA muscle training significantly improved the TA muscle strength, the effects of constant vs. variable conditions might have been more different with increased practice hours. Second, our results showed significant improvements in all three groups in walking speed, TUGT, and 6MWT. This might be related to the fact that all subjects received routine treadmill training and gait correction physical therapy programs. Treadmill training has been found to effectively enhance walking-related outcomes such as walking speed and 6MWT [42]. Thus, our training effects may have been masked by this strong influence in walking-related outcomes. Third, our choice of a comfortable walking speed, rather than a maximal walking speed, as the outcome measure may have lessened the possibility of demonstrating mild training effects that could have been demonstrated in a more strenuous and sensitive measurement protocol. It has been suggested that fast walking speed reflects the ability to voluntarily increase walking velocity better than a comfortable speed test [43]. We suggest that a fast walking speed test be added in future studies of EMGBFB-assisted TA exercise training. Fourth, whether the EMGBFB boosted the effects of a pure TA muscle training program remains unanswered. Our participants in the control group took part in an upper extremity exercise program without EMGBFB. This design could investigate the effects of combined use of EMGBFB and leg exercises during task-oriented activities compared to upper extremity training, not to compare between the effects of a pure TA muscle exercise and EMGBFB-assisted TA exercise training. It is needed to conduct the pure TA muscle exercise without EMGBFB for the control group in further study. Fifth limitation was uneven about right or left affected side, age, and time since stroke between groups. There were apparently more right sides affected, younger, and less time since stroke for the variable group participants. Although no significant difference was presented, dominant side affected, younger, or shorter time since stroke would be contributed to more improvement. Further study may need to control these factors by using a stratified group design.

5. Conclusions

Task-related EMGBFB-assisted TA exercise training helped to improve affected TA muscle strength in chronic stroke participants. Practicing variable force with augmented faded feedback from the EMGBFB during task-related movement improved the balance function. The muscle strength effects persisted up to 6 weeks posttraining, indicating that this training regimen was effective and feasible for people having impaired TA muscle strength. Our study highlights the importance of task-related training and motor learning principles in EMGBFB training. EMGBFB-assisted exercise training in task-related activities with faded feedback and practice variation is recommended for patients with chronic stroke and TA muscle force insufficiency.
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